Abstract -This paper presents evolvable neural networks based on a developmental model for navigation control of autonomous mobile robots in dynamic operating environments. Bio-inspired mechanisms have been applied to autonomous design of artificial neural networks for solving practical problems. The proposed neural network architecture is grown from an initial developmental model by a set of production rules of the Lsystem that are represented by the DNA coding. The L-system is based on parallel rewriting mechanism motivated by the growth models of plants. DNA coding gives an effective method of expressing general production rules. Experiments show that the evolvable neural network designed by the production rules of the L-system develops into a controller for mobile robot navigation to avoid collisions with the obstacles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary neural networks (ENNs) adopt the concept of biological evolution as an adaptation mechanism [1] [2] . ENNs with direct coding of architecture [3] - [5] use one-toone mapping of genotype and phenotype. ENNs with direct encoding may not be practical except for small size neural networks due to high computational cost. The networks lack scalability as the size of the genetic description of a neural network grows as the network size increases [5] . Indirect encoding [6] - [ 11] can construct ENNs with complex network structures having repeated substructures in compact genotypes by recursive application of developmental rules. Development refers to an organization process in biological organisms, an indirect genotype-to-phenotype mapping.
Lindenmayer-system (L-system) [12] [13] provides a mathematical model of a biological development process in multi-cellular organisms as a special class of fractal. A development begins with an initial string (axiom) that consists of symbols (modules) with associated numerical parameters. Rewriting (production) rules replace all modules in the predecessor string by successor modules. This feature makes L-system especially suitable for describing fractal structures, such as cell divisions in biological organisms and modeling the growth of plants in computer graphics. Boers et al. [8] and Gruau [9] propose neural network design methods A"} is a finite set of alphabets Ai. P = {PI, P2, pj*,Pn} denotes a set of production rules pi = p(Ai). c is an initial string (combination of alphabets), commonly referred to as an axiom. A production rule p: V-> V* maps alphabets to a set r of finite strings. Let Sk denote a string in the k-th rewriting step. The rewriting procedure can be described as
where o denotes a composite operator of the rewriting Nodes are connected with the connection range of the form (x, y). A pair of integers x and y (1< x < y) configures the connection between the neighboring nodes. The parameter x denotes the index of the first node to be connected from a base node. The parameter y indicates the last node to be connected. Figure 4 illustrates the connection of the neurons. A node at l-th location is connected to all the neurons between (l+x)-th and (l+y)-th locations. Input nodes are not connected with each other. Therefore, the indices of the first and last nodes become (l+m+x) and (l+m+y) since connection begins after skipping input neurons. An evolutionary neural network is constructed from a string according to the following procedures. 1) (1,2) , ..., (5, 5) ). The third base of the connection range is redundant. Coding redundancy using don't care bases enables to increase the effciency of overlapping genes. If the two useful genes are combined, these two genes will spread easily in the population. 
A production rule of L-system consists of alphabets, which are interpreted as nodes. The predecessor has only node but the alphabet of the successor has node name with conncetion range, bias, and weights. Figure 5 shows a production rule of the form p(A) = B with connection range (x,y). A production rule is composed of nine codons corresponding a predecessor node, a successor node, a connection range, a bias, five connection weights. Five weights are needed since the maximum connection range is set to 5. A single predecessor node can have multiple sucessor nodes as in the rule p(A) = BC. 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The evolvable neural network developed in the previous section is applied to the mobile robot navigation control problem. The goal is to make a mobile robot find the target as fast as possible and to avoid collisions with the obstacles. Autonomous mobile robots decide an action at each time step by sensing the environment. A Khepera mobile robot is used to test how to develop an evolvable neural network controller. Figure 7(a) shows a Khepera robot with a linear vision turret. The mobile robot detects near objects using eight (six front and two rear) IR size of work space is 700x700 mm. d,a,, is 600V2, and Cmax was set to 100. The number of populations is 200, the probability of crossover is 0.8, the probability of mutation is 0.05, and the initial length of chromosome is 1,000. Figure 8 displays the fitness change through the evolution. The mobile robot with the evolved neural network controller finds the target without collision in 95 generations and therefore reached the maximum fitness value. The neural network is created from three rewriting steps using evolved rules. A node of N(x,y), N is an alphabet that represents a node, x and y are the parameters that show the connection range. Using these rule and co, we can obtain the following strings, SI, S2, and S3 after three rewriting steps: The maximum rewriting step should be determined. As rewriting steps increase, a neural network tends to grow. If the network is bigger than the best individual in the previous generation, then the rewriting process will be stopped. Figure 10 shows a simulation environment, with a starting point on the bottom left and the target point on the top right corner. A mobile robot is controlled to navigate from the starting point to reach the target without collisions with the obstacles. The neural network controller developed in the maze in Figure 10 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a combined method of L-systems and DNA coding for developing evolutionary neural networks. The goal is to design a self-organizing modular neural network based on development and evolution. L-system, developmental model is used to design the architecture of neural network and DNA coding is used to encode the production rule of L-system. To evaluate the effectiveness of our scheme, we applied proposed evolvable neural network to designing the controller of autonomous mobile robot for navigation. Autonomous mobile robot that has evolved neural network controller could go to the target without collision. A mobile robot with the controller obtained from the proposed developmental model navigates and avoids the collisions with obstacles in a new operating environment.
